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Protect yourself and others with the help of our

Safety Checklist
Wash your hands with soap and water for
20 seconds or more.

If your hands are not visibly dirty, clean them
frequently with alcohol-based hand sanitizer.
Cover your mouth and nose when coughing
or sneezing. Use tissue or your flexed elbow.
Wear a mask or face shield when outside your
house.
Seek medical care early if you have a cough,
fever, or are experiencing difficulty breathing.

6 ft.

Practice social distancing by keeping a 2m or 6ft
distance from others.

We are committed to your health and safety.
Let's stop the spread together!
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Technology and Hard Work Means That Anything Is Virtually Possible
Welcome to our fall issue of the Source!
I don’t need to tell you that 2020 has been a year many of us have never experienced ― and may never
again. As usual, change is all around us this time of year. Here in the northeast, Mother Nature is starting her
transition with a breathtaking display of colors.
Here at Inframark, we have been going through our very own transition, albeit a slow and progressive one,
as we deal with the new way we are doing things due to the pandemic. And I am pleased to report that we
have been able to weather the changes well and are actually improving the way we conduct business.
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So, how are we doing this? Technology has been the key. For example, in this month’s issue, you will read
about how our Business Development organization managed to win a new contract in Bowling Green, Fla.,
using Microsoft Teams and Zoom to make our case and analyze, remotely, detailed information provided by
the City to put our proposal together.
We also are working with our clients so it is easier to make payments electronically. Our Accounting and/or
Finance, Procurement, and IT teams worked together to implement a new electronic payment method to our
supplier partners, utilizing JP Morgan’s Single Use Account (SUA) payments. Also known as Virtual Cards,
this is a credit card-like payment that is issued to suppliers electronically (16-digit payment number, security
code and expiry date). This form of payment not only allows suppliers to receive their payments faster and
more securely, but it also prevents fraud and massively reduces our internal check processing procedures.
Virtual Cards require direct integration with NetSuite® to allow payment files to be generated, then it
requires a secure file transfer method to send these files to the bank and receive them back, ensuring
suppliers are ready to process. Most importantly, it provides our Accounting team with the ability to reconcile
payments automatically and accurately each time. We currently have more than 100 suppliers enrolled in
this program and benefitting from it, with the number of enrollments increasing each month.
Perhaps the biggest improvement we have made in the area of technology was our April 2020 acquisition of
Custom Controls Unlimited , LLC., a Raleigh, N.C.-based company that has been successfully executing
projects for Inframark over the past decade and has cemented itself as a true partner to help us design,
manufacture, and install supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems throughout our
operations. They will continue to bring substantial and greatly enhanced SCADA project delivery
and integration capability in house, which will enable us to further strengthen both our
compliance controls and oversight and, in some instances, to resolve health and safety issues.
Our CFO John Freebody discusses this in more detail in this issue.
So, how has your company been handling this changing work environment? Have you been
making conscious use of various digital platforms to convey messages to clients and employees?
We would like to know how you’re managing, so please go to our Facebook page and
tell us!
Enjoy the issue!

STEPHANE BOUVIER | CEO
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hire power: virtual recruiting –
the new normal
BY DAN GERMAN, MANAGER OF WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

When the COVID-19 pandemic hit us in March
2020, we all faced unprecedented changes in both
our personal and professional lives. The Inframark
recruiting team was not exempt from these
challenges. The team immediately was required to
make changes to the format that was being used for
interviewing candidates. It was much more than just
interview format changes, however, as candidates
were feeling the uncertainty of their surroundings
and, in many cases, were not conducting job
searches. Initially, more candidates were applying
and virtually interviewing but rejected offers due to a
lack of connection with the interviewers and
company culture due to social distancing.

The recruiting team quickly took stock of all the tools
available to ensure effective interviews took place
while still ensuring we remained compliant with
current CDC-recommended social distancing
measures:
Ensuring all managers and candidates had
access and knew how to properly use Microsoft
Teams. The IT department did an excellent job
of creating a job aide for candidates to
download and properly utilize Microsoft Teams
(a BIG thanks to Mohan Chinnaswamy!).

Supplemented information forwarded to
candidates with more emphasis on our website
to view video-based employee testimonials and
detailed company information and photos.
When candidates did visit the plants, both
managers and candidates followed strict CDC
social distancing guidelines.
Utilized a higher level of “virtual touch” with
the candidates, with more phone calls and
emails than normal to try to offset the lack of
face-to-face interactions.
Although the challenges were great, there is a silver
lining to this cloud. The Recruiting team, now
almost nine months into the pandemic, has seen an
increase in applicant’s availability to interview due
to virtual work hours as well as Inframark managers
becoming more comfortable with the process. Many
of the open positions the team recruits for are at the
plant level, where we still conduct face-to-face
interviews but use some of our newfound
enhancements helpful as well.
All in all, utilizing reliable technology to schedule
and conduct interviews and assessments while
enhancing communication with candidates has
made virtual recruiting the new normal. How much?
In September 2020, we filled more open positions
than ever. This is proof positive that our new
practices work.

THE SOURCE |
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social media etiquette 101
BY JENNIFER FLIPPING, MARKETING MANAGER

Over the past 10 years, social media has become a
fully integrated part of nearly every aspect of our
daily lives. In fact, in today’s world, people may ask
for your Twitter handle before they do your email
address or phone number.

Don’t assume everyone will think your joke is funny.
What you might think is funny, someone else may
find offensive. There are ways to be funny without
being crude and graphic, and sexist or racist humor
is never appropriate.

Social media has clearly become an excellent tool
for building relationships not just personally but
professionally as well. However, if you do utilize
social media to communicate, you must understand
the unwritten rules of etiquette.

Do share thoughtfully. Always ask yourself, “Does
this represent who I am or who I work for?" Our
posts become a representation of who we are both
personally and professionally. You also should
always investigate the reliability of information
before you repost content. When we fail to do
this, we contribute to the spread of fake news.
Always verify an article’s accuracy, unless it is clearly
from a well-known and legitimate news source.

Breaking these etiquette rules can not only damage
your personal reputation but also your company’s
image. At times, mistakes on your personal account
can impact your business’s online presence,
especially if others learn about your work
affiliations.
So, with all of that being said, here are five basic
do’s and don’ts to keep in mind when navigating
social media.
Don’t share opinions on controversial topics on your
professional social media accounts. Most people
generally expect professional platforms to be free of
these topics and to focus on sharing business
knowledge and building networks.

Do be kind and courteous. Be encouraging and
remember the Golden Rule. If you don’t have
something nice to say, do you really need to say
anything at all?
Remember, applying these five simple rules to your
social media account not only helps you both
personally and professionally, but it also will
ultimately honor your relationships both on- and
off-line.

Don’t forget that you can’t always control who sees
what you post, “like,” or comment on, regardless of
your network or security settings. Assume that
almost anything you contribute is like posting on a
public bulletin board, and be conscious of who could
see your interactions.
THE SOURCE |
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1

Don’t share opinions
on controversial topics
on your professional
social media
accounts.

2
3
4
5
Don’t assume everyone
will think your joke is
funny.

Don’t forget that you
can’t always control
who sees what you
post, “like,” or
comment on,
regardless of your
network or security
settings.

Do share thoughtfully.

Do be kind and
courteous.

own it: inframark kicks
off new civil treatment
workplace program
BY JENNIFER MONBERG, LEGAL COUNSEL

Inframark is proud to announce it has partnered
with the Employment Law Institute, Inc. (ELI)
to adopt the Civil Treatment® Workplace program.
The goal of the Civil Treatment® Workplace
initiative is to have an impact on workplace culture
through a unique approach to learning that is
immersive and sustainable. With this new program,
Inframark has made a commitment to ensuring a
just and equitable environment for all those whose
lives we touch.

share these learnings in their ongoing interactions
with all employees.
Inframark believes that the foundation of all we do,
how we conduct business, and how we interact with
clients, the public, suppliers and each other, must be
a Civil Treatment® Workplace.

Starting with the Senior Leadership Team, the entire
Inframark management team will be trained on the
Civil Treatment® Workplace for Leaders program.
Following that, management will help facilitate Civil
Treatment® Workplace for Employees training
sessions for their teams.
In addition, all employees will receive training on
understanding their role in workplace diversity
as well as overcoming unconscious bias, which is
something that naturally affects all of us in our
decision-making and interactions with others, but
which can be mitigated. Finally, the management
team will continue to receive ongoing monthly
training on topics that support diversity,
inclusiveness, fairness, empathy, cultural
competence, and more. They will be encouraged to
THE SOURCE |
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What does this look like in action?
We show care and respect in words and
actions.
We treat everyone fairly and consistently.
We model Inframark values in day-to-day
behavior.
We speak up when we observe, experience or
learn of inappropriate workplace behaviors.
We listen intently to feedback or concerns that
others raise.
We encourage positive teamwork and consider
everyone’s input and ideas.
We hold ourselves and others accountable to
Inframark’s performance and conduct
standards.
We get help when issues arise that would pose
risks to others or our organization.
We help resolve issues in a consistent and
professional manner.

Like our culture of Health & Safety, having a
consistently civil, inclusive, and professional
workplace doesn’t just happen by accident. It
requires a commitment to continuous learning and
improvement, an openness to be (and to let others
be) our authentic selves, and an understanding that
our fellow human beings may sometimes do
imperfect things with good intent. All of us have to
be willing to take personal responsibility for our own
behaviors and actions, as well as support others with
kindness, patience, and humility as we all learn and
grow with each experience and interaction. We’re
counting on everyone to join us on this learning
journey.

Special

ADJUST THE FACTS:
PARTNERSHIPS
DURING THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC

Feature

At Inframark, we are in the business of forming partnerships for the management of infrastructure —
primarily water and wastewater infrastructure. To develop partnerships ― and yes, the operative
word is “develop” ― one must be able to effectively
communicate with the prospective client.

By Mark Halleman, Sr. Vice President of Business Development

The traditional way of developing a
partnership begins with introducing
Inframark to a prospective client and
conducting desktop due diligence, which
begins the formation of a partnership. This
period is important as this is when we
begin to understand the client’s issues,
problems, and long-term objectives, as
well as sell our unique value proposition.
This is typically done through a series of
face-to-face interactions, as well as site visits
where we observe the current operations
and meet with decision makers to uncover
their drivers. The focus here is to discover
the client’s drivers and use this information
to develop a custom-tailored solution that
solves their individual problems. The
activity of developing a detailed project
approach requires significant input from
technical, financial, and commercial
resources, since many of these individuals
rely on gaining unique local understanding
of the client’s infrastructure, which require
on-site visits.

Now this is the way it’s done during
“normal” circumstances. As you know,
2020 has been anything but normal. Enter
the coronavirus (COVID) era. Because of
social distancing, reduced ability to travel
and, more importantly, the restrictions on
in-person meetings, we have had to
significantly adapt our approach to forming
partnerships. The good news is, as a
company, we have quickly become effective
at it and adapted quickly to the changing
times. That said, I would like to provide just
some of the significant adjustments we have
made, focusing on one recent pursuit: the
water and wastewater operations for the
City of Bowling Green, Fla.
Right after the government ordered travel
restrictions due to the pandemic, we
received a request for proposal (RFP) from
the City asking for temporary labor to
support the operation of its water treatment
plant (WTP) and wastewater treatment
plant (WWTP). At the onset of the process
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for this pursuit, we had many questions for ourselves
as well for the City. How do we convince a client to
expand the scope into full ConOps? How do we
price a project if we never see the system? How can
we limit our liability, essentially proposing on
infrastructure sight unseen? How do we get selected
for a project where we have not once met the client
and have no personal relationships? These were all
good questions that required us to re-tool our
approach.
To answer these questions and prepare a proposal,
we had to become innovative. We began by
embracing the use of Microsoft Teams and Zoom
video conferencing. In the case of Bowling Green,
this meant getting the City Manager, Mayor, and
council members on a video call to explain our
business and how an expanded scope would benefit
the community. Keep in mind, this is hard enough to
do in person, let alone from 1,000 miles away on a
video chat, but we were successful. That was the first
problem solved (and a huge hurdle to overcome), as
the City agreed to accept a full-service proposal
based on our effective communication of a value
proposition. And Business Developer Brad Brown’s
persuasive nature was a significant plus!
Next is conducting due diligence and preparing a
detailed proposal with a fixed fee. This is where our
creative juices really kicked in. Our Operation
Solutions Group (OSG) and regional operations
folks developed a checklist of information we would
need in order to construct a proposal. This is a
challenge because if you ask for too much
information, you may get nothing and at the
same time expose Inframark to risk. Engineering
Support Manager Brent Stauffer, Senior Process
Manager Steve Siegfried, and Regional Manager
Ben Griffin all struck a balance and were able to
gather sufficient information from the client to
develop a detailed cost model.

Bowling Green was good to work with and
embraced the partnering approach where both sides
are invested and committed to success. This was
also made a little easier as the facilities, although
complex, are new and most information was
available in electronic format. With this new way of
thinking and managing information, we were able
to develop a custom-tailored operations and
maintenance (O&M) plan, complete with a fixedfee price, based 100% on information provided by
the client.
Of course, all of this hard work would be for naught
unless we close the deal. I will be the first to admit, I
like personal interactions and in-person
presentations, but even an old dog like me must
adapt. So, we had to re-tool our presentations to a
format that was more easily understood via
online/video presentation. When you are in
person, you can use body language and can read
the audience to adjust your pitch to the nuance of
the room. Online video presentation does not
readily provide this feedback; therefore, you must
anticipate more, be a bit clearer in your messaging,
and learn how to speak when there are 10-plus
people with open microphones trying to talk. With
each video meeting and presentation, we shared our
collective experiences and as a result have been able
to refine our printed materials, as well as our video
presentation skills. Once selected, we did have
to go onsite and validate all our findings in order to
sign an agreement — an important last step.
This story does have a happy ending. I am pleased
to say that Inframark is now operating the Bowling
Green project, which of course can’t be done
virtually! The contract we signed in August was for a
full-service contract operating the WTP and WWTP
as well as the collection and distribution systems ―
a significant increase in scope.

I am also pleased to say that as a learning
organization, we have been continually adapting
our approach and using the lessons learned from
each pursuit to improve our development efforts.
Our track record speaks for itself: In the past few
months, we have proposed on four projects that
required video presentations and limited on-site
activity and Inframark has been selected on all four
of the deals.
In “normal” times this is quite an accomplishment. In
the COVID era, I will humbly call it spectacular!

ccu got it: inframark’s
latest acquisition already
making an impact
BY JOHN FREEBODY, CFO

We have just passed our four-month
anniversary of another major milestone at
Inframark. On April 23, 2020, we successfully
completed the acquisition of Raleigh, N.C.-based
Custom Controls Unlimited, LLC (CCU). As some
of you may know, CCU and Devin Carroll, who
leads the business, are well known to Inframark.
CCU has been successfully executing projects for
Inframark over the past decade and has cemented
itself as a preferred supplier of supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) systems.
So why CCU? Mergers and acquisitions has a
notorious reputation for changing the fortunes of
businesses both positively and negatively. Many
acquisitions fail because the acquiring entity failed
to fully understand the target company. Having
worked directly with CCU in an area familiar to
Inframark, we were uniquely positioned to
understand both, as well as the reputation and
quality of work CCU delivers to its clients and the
ability to help strengthen our offering as a pure-play
operator in the market.
There are multiple reasons for acquiring a business,
but it is unusual to find a business that meets almost
every criteria.

CCU delivers substantial and greatly enhanced
SCADA project delivery and integration capability
in house, which will enable us to further strengthen
both our compliance controls and oversight and, in
some instances, resolve health and safety issues.
SCADA is a platform that is increasingly being
leveraged throughout the water and wastewater
industry and forward-thinking municipalities are
using it to automate processes, bringing more rigor
to data collection and making operations more
efficient and robust. Fully integrated SCADA
solutions also enable remote monitoring to help
increase efficiency and provide oversight of
operational data by multiple users across the
business at the project, region, and in the center in
our compliance teams, which is a core piece of any
modern compliance program.
Every business needs multiple avenues to grow and
CCU provides four main opportunities:
First, there are multiple upgrade opportunities
within an aging infrastructure to enhance our
clients’ systems. Instead of working with
multiple providers, we will now be
recommending an in-house affiliated business
to provide a solution tailored specifically to
Inframark’s needs and operational processes.
THE SOURCE |
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Second, many of our clients require routine
maintenance, including the SCADA platform.
In CCU, we now have an affiliate that can
complement our HUB strategy and provide
SCADA and other services to our clients and
again, instead of a fragmented approach, we
can offer a standardized solution specifically
tailored to our client and Inframark’s needs.
Third, by leveraging the Inframark footprint,
CCU can form hubs from which it can target
other non-Inframark projects to continue to
grow its core business in multiple regions.
Finally, CCU also brings additional expertise in
the cybersecurity space. The nature of their
work means they have to integrate with client
systems and monitor them. This means they
require a heightened awareness around
cybersecurity. CCU has developed enhanced
protocols around handling client data and
ensuring they operate in a manner consistent
with latest cybersecurity guidelines. This is
another area of expertise we hope to leverage
both internally and with our clients.
CCU is a business of approximately $5 million in
revenue, which is a very helpful addition to the

overall growth plan at Inframark. But most of all,
CCU helps us in our journey to become the “highest
quality” pure-play operator in the market.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Devin
for placing his trust in us, and welcome him and his
team to Inframark and congratulate him on an
excellent start to the journey with very strong firstquarter trading and some strategically important
wins for CCU to expand its footprint further.
CCU, which will continue to be led by Devin, who is
the original founder, and his team, will run as a
separate division within the Inframark group
keeping its existing name. There is already a very
close partnership emerging between our businesses
with exciting growth plans developing between the
business units.
Finally, a big thank you to all the people at
Inframark and CCU that have helped to support the
diligence process, transition plan and codevelopment of a combined growth strategy
between the businesses. It has been pleasure
working with everyone to make our first Inframark
acquisition a great success.
There is plenty to do, but the future is bright for
CCU and its team!

PURE PARTNERSHIP
STARTS WITH US
SERVICE ANNIVERSARIES
30 YEARS
Rene Dominguez - Beeville, Texas
Doreth McKenzie - Bridgeport, Conn.
25 YEARS
Jamie Angell - Quincy, Ill.
Miguel Luna - Horizon MUD, Texas
Carlos McGinnis - Horizon MUD, Texas
Manuel Moreno - Bridgeport, Conn.
John Nichols - Home Office, Okla.
20 YEARS
Cory Brown - North Maintenance, Texas
Thomas Graham - Katy, Texas
Carl Mauldin - Westmoor, Texas
Johnnie Reed Jr - Orange, Texas
Janita Williams - Horizon MUD, Texas
15 YEARS
David Corvera - Westmoor, Texas
Rafael Flores - Gilbert, Ariz.
Robert Koncar - Home Office, Fla.
Christopher Piela - Downingtown, Pa.
Crescencio Rivera - Westmoor, Texas
Michael Wolgemuth - Lititz, Pa.

10 YEARS
Ronald Andrews - Oklahoma City, Okla.
Angel Hernandez - Katy, Texas
Alicia Jorden - Houston, Texas
Chad Millspaugh - Oklahoma City, Okla.
Juanda Moore - Katy, Texas
Michelle Ray - Heritage Oak Park, Fla.
Mark Steelman - Brookshire, Texas
5 YEARS
James Belk - Forney, Texas
Francis Benitez - Katy, Texas
Jose Cervantes - Plaquemines Parish, La.
Eric Desalvo - Plaquemines Parish, La.
Samuel Deshomme - Coral Springs, Fla.
Delbert Encalade - Plaquemines Parish, La.
Amanda Gilbert - Kingwood, Texas
Janetta Grovey - Katy, Texas
Dustin Hebert - Houston, Texas
Rodney Holmes Jr - Brookshire, Texas
Richard McGuire - Horsham, Pa.
Rolando Mendoza Estrella - Westmoor, Texas
Ricky Morgan - Forney, Texas
Kyle Nepveux - North Maintenance, Texas
Zachary Pennepacker - Lititz, Pa.
Dan Ranieri - Horsham, Pa.
Joshua Rogers - Plaquemines Parish, La.
Teri Schoener-Laguarta - Brookshire, Texas
Kendrick Smith - Plaquemines Parish, La.
Shannise Turcios - Katy, Texas
Alberto Vega Jr - Riverwood, Fla.
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Meet the Editors
Jennifer Flipping

Dan Ranieri

A native of the suburbs of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, Jennifer has been the editor of The
Source since 2016. Her passion for marketing and
communications surprisingly started in the fashion
industry 20 years ago. Never in a million years did
she think she would trade working with the latest
fashion trends to deep-diving into biosolids
management, but life has a way of always working
out.

A Jersey guy all of his life, Dan joined Inframark in
July 2015 as the manager of Business Development.
During this time, he and Stephanie Martin have
produced nearly 100 proposals for water and
wastewater facilities as large as 80 million gallons
per day. Dan also is the go-to person for writing, rewriting, and editing everything from
press releases to articles and all else in between.

Outside of being the Marketing Manager at
Inframark for over the past year, Jennifer has
become a Digital Marketing Advisory Council
Member of the George Washington University
Executive Program. When she is not in the office,
you can find her whipping up a delicious dairy-free
meal, exercising barefoot, laughing at the local
wineries, or listening to her son explain the latest
skin on Fortnite for the eleventy-bajillionth time.

Outside of work, Dan’s main interests are working
out, landscaping, spending time with his family
(mostly doing something related to Disney),
listening to Christmas music (all year) and either
enthralling or boring people with his knowledge of
pretty much anything you can think of. He is also a
member of the State of New Jersey’s Governor’s
Council for the Prevention of Developmental
Disabilities, a cause that is near and dear to him.
You can reach Dan at Dan.Ranieri@inframark.com.

Connect with her over on LinkedIn or email her at
Jennifer.Flipping@inframark.com.

IN THE
INDUSTRY
Todd Is Good: MUDs VP
Burrer Named to Flood
Planning Group
We are pleased to announce that Todd Burrer, vice
president of the company’s Municipal Utility
District (MUD) group, has been named by the Texas
Water Development Board (TWDB) as an initial
voting member of Texas’s first-ever regional flood
planning groups, which represents the state’s 15
flood planning regions.
The groups are responsible for developing
regional flood plans that are to be presented to the
TWDB by January 2023. The regional plans will
culminate in the state’s inaugural flood plan by
September 2024. Mr. Burrer’s team will handle the
San Jacinto region, an area that roughly extends
from Huntsville (north) to Galveston (south) and
Prairie View (west) to Mont Belvieu (east).
“The catastrophic flooding that the state and, more
specifically, the greater Houston area has endured,
needs to be eradicated,” said Mr. Burrer. “I’m
honored to be included with some of the best
professionals in their fields as we review the history
study and the facts to develop a comprehensive plan
to solve this issue for generations to come.”

Bloody Good! Our
Bridgeland Project Steps Up
Once Again
Our Inframark IMS Bridgeland project was recently
recognized by the Gulf Coast Regional Blood
Center as a Top 10 Emergency Donation site due to
its continued contributions and efforts. The team
has organized numerous blood drives within the
community, and the Bridgeland residents showed
outstanding participation as each drive was
fully booked shortly after their opening. We would
like to shout a big “THANK YOU” to our
Bridgeland staff for being a proud partner with the
community and Gulf Coast Regional Blood Center
during this time of need.
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